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Smarter E-mail Marketing

Since 1995, marketers have learned to deploy commercial e-mails to drive
customer demand and increase advertising effectiveness. E-mail itself provides the
kind of certainty about readership and response that is often difficult to measure in
other media such as broadcast and print advertising. E-mail continues to serve as a
highly cost-effective and clearly deliverable alternative to land mail. Yet, the principles of
effective e-mail are highly generalized and not widely agreed-on. In this document,
which represents the data analysis and conclusions extracted from the successes
and failures of millions of e-mails delivered annually among vision care professionals
by PentaVision LLC, we look at the principles that can increase the chances for
success in vision care marketing.

Vision care
professionals are a

We will look at techniques such as:
• Subject Lines				• A/B Testing
• Principles of E-mail Design		

• List Segmentation

• Personalization			 • Lead Nurture
and more

highly educated and
discriminating group of
healthcare specialists
who respond to

All of this is specifically based on direct and lengthy experience, and data, from
within the vision care market.
Principles in vision care e-mail “best practices” may not conform to generally
accepted principles that have been based on consumer market e-mail data.
And why should they? Vision care professionals are a highly-educated and
discriminating group of healthcare specialists who respond to information,
innovation and education. Reaching them and convincing them to respond to
an e-mail is a craft learned from specific experience, not generic impressions rooted
in the consumer marketplace or even in general business-to-business marketing.
At PentaVision, we plan to continue to update this “Smarter E-mail Marketing”
informational document over time, and add new dimensions, with the goal of
turning the art of e-mail into an even more productive marketing channel for our
many customers to reach, influence and sell within the vision care market.
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Subject Lines
There are many factors to consider when determining optimal subject line length.
What devices are your e-mails read on? What is the goal of your message? Since
more of PentaVision’s subscribers use mobile than ever before (38% on average), it
is recommended to choose subject lines with fewer than 50 characters.
Based on data collected from over 300 third party e-mails examining character
length, PentaVision has concluded that a subject character range of 31-40 is most
effective. E-mails within this range had an average total open rate of 14%, and an
average unique open rate of 11%.
PentaVision also encourages the use of preview text. Preview text is the short
summary text that immediately follows the subject line when viewing an e-mail
in an inbox. This text is not displayed in your e-mail’s layout. This advanced feature
allows you to maximize inbox space and can help increase the open rate of your
e-mail. Think of this copy as an extension of your subject line: they both should
form a cohesive message.
E-mail marketers can optimize their subject line by testing two different options via
A/B testing (see the A/B Testing Section for details).
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Principles of E-mail Design
Successful e-mail campaigns start with design. The decisions of design can help or
hurt the performance of an e-mail marketing campaign.
First, it’s vital to identify the goal of the e-mail campaign. Is it to sell a product?
Is it to generate leads? Is it for brand awareness? Is it to get registrations? All design
elements should help the recipient reach this goal.

#1 Responsive Design First
Responsive design is an approach that uses flexible widths and media queries to
control and optimize the layout of an e-mail across different device sizes. As an e-mail
marketer, you want your message to be readable across all devices. Almost 40% of

responsive e-mails

vision care e-mail recipients view e-mails on a mobile device. If the e-mail is not

have a 34% higher click

optimized for mobile, the recipient may not understand the key message.

rate than image-based

On average, responsive e-mails have a 24.4% higher click rate and 4% higher read
rate than e-mails that are designed non-responsively, and HTML e-mails have a
34.1% higher click rate than image e-mails. PentaVision’s subscribers, on average,
remain in the e-mail longer if it is responsively designed. Through engagement
data, PentaVision has found that readers (defined as those remaining in the
e-mail for more than 8 seconds) are 4% higher in responsive design compared to
non-responsive e-mail campaigns. Mobile usage is increasing yearly. PentaVision
e-mail client and mobile device usage is compared to the national device usage
below for reference:

Platform			

PentaVision Data		

National Data

Apple iPhone			26%				28%
Gmail 				16%				26%
Apple Mail			14%				 7%
Outlook				13%				 6%
Apple iPad			 8%				11%
Yahoo! Mail			

5%				

2%

Outlook.com			 2%				 4%
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On average,

Samsung Mail			

1%				

5%

Google Android

1%				

3%

		

http://e-mailclientmarketshare.com/

non-responsive
e-mails.
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Principles of E-mail Design
#2 Simplify Layout & Copy
Once you identify the main goal of your e-mail campaign, maintain e-mail simplicity
to achieve that goal. If you find yourself trending toward excessive copy, consider
breaking your message into multiple e-mail campaigns.
You only have about ten seconds to get the recipient to complete the goal. In fact,
44% of our subscribers spend less than eight seconds in your e-mail, although 56%
spend over eight seconds in an e-mail. You want to use short, “skimmable” copy to get
the most impact out of your campaign.

PentaVision E-mail Engagement

Source: Litmus.com e-mail analytics
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56% of recipients
spend 8+ seconds
viewing PentaVision
e-mails.
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Principles of E-mail Design
#3 Large, Clickable Call to Action (CTA) Button
The (call to action) CTA should compel the e-mail recipient to do something – make
a purchase, request information, or visit a website. You can use text- or image-based
buttons; PentaVision suggests using bulletproof buttons (fully HTML coded) when
possible to combat image-blocking.

ACT
NOW!

Use strong action-oriented verbs and add a sense of urgency:
• Get Started Today
• Register Now
• Contact My Sales Rep

To make the Call to
Action prominent, use
an attention-grabbing

To make the CTA prominent, use an attention-grabbing color, and place “above the
fold” (visible before the user is required to scroll).
For detailed instructions, please reference the following at Litmus, PentaVision’s expert
e-mail resource.:
https://litmus.com/blog/designing-the-perfect-call-to-action/litmus-creating-calls-to-action
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color, and place
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Personalization
With personalization, you have the unique ability to target a recipient with a
personalized message. Each e-mail in the PentaVision database has a full record
associated with it, verified by our circulation team.
Potential respondents expect personalized e-mails. Research within our vision care
market points to personalization as a way to improve open rates by 25% on average.
You can personalize your e-mail in numerous ways, including:
• E-mail subject lines or pre-header text
• Salutation in copy
• Call to action buttons (CTAs)
• Send time
Over the last year, we’ve collected data on numerous client personalized e-mails. Over

open rates without
personalization ranged
from 12-14%, but
open rates with

the course of these tests, PentaVision found that open rates without personalization

personalization

ranged from 12-14%, but open rates with personalization averaged 17.3%. That

averaged 17.3%.

represents an increase in open rates of 25%.
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PentaVision found that
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A/B Testing
Crafting a marketing message that motivates potential customers to open and
respond to your e-mail is an exercise in the art of selling. “A/B” testing brings science
to the marketing equation. A/B testing is the process of creating two versions of a
marketing e-mail and then “testing” to see which one performs better. The first version
would be the control, and the second version would have a small (or large) change
that you want to quantifiably measure the success or failure based on real data from
the recipients.
How does it work? Simply contact your PentaVision E-media representative and

PentaVision will send

indicate that you plan to employ A/B testing for your next e-mail. When you submit

the A/B test to a small

your material for deployment or following the development of your e-mail content

sample (usually 10%

to PentaVision’s Litmus-trained design team, choose and submit two Subject Lines

of your list), determine

for use with your e-mail message. We will send the A/B test to a small sample (usually
10% of your list), determine which performs better and send the remaining percentage
(90%) the “champion message”. A “champion” is chosen by open rate.

which performs better,
and send the remaining
percentage (90%) the

A/B testing costs just $150 per deployment and supplies real data on the relative
effectiveness of your approach, while working to optimize every single e-mail
you send.
A/B test “champions” from recent campaigns had an average unique open rate of
12.1%, an increase of 11% over e-mails that were not A/B tested.
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“champion message”.
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List Segmentation
Segmenting a list with behavioral targeting is a simple yet powerful way to reach a
specific audience. In recent campaigns, PentaVision has found that behaviorally
targeted lists will frequently double open rates and registration rates. Today,
PentaVision tracks reading interests on all of its websites. Currently, 1-in-4 PentaVision
readers already has been associated with specific reading behaviors.

On average, the open
PentaVision has identified behavioral targeting to be the single best technique for
maximizing the return from e-mail marketing budgets. On average, the open rate of a

rate of a behavioral tar-

ENHANCED CONTENT SYNDICATION

behavioral targeted e-mail was 41.7% and the Click-Through-Rate (CTR) was 4.7%. This

geted e-mail was 41.7%

and the CTR was 4.7%
is a 31% increase overHarness
our average
CTR forofallBehavioral
third-partyTargeting
PentaVision
e-mails.
the Power
With
Pentavision’s Content Syndication
(which
PentaVision brings the power of behavioral targeting to content syndication. Target precisely those
readers is a 31% increase

who have
previously or
downloaded
or read content are
that 10
aligns
with your
asset. Behavioral targeting has been
In other test cases, yields
for webinar
event registrations
times
greater

shown to increase engagement by two to three times – increasing download activity and deliveringover
pre- our average CTR).

when using a behavioral
list,subscribers.
as opposed
to the
more
targeted
vision
care
lists. then choose up to 10
qualified
Follow
samegenerally
steps involved
in ordering
content
syndication,

topics from the topic lists below. PentaVision will limit its marketing to this pre-qualified list and deliver only
behaviorally-relevant leads – moving you another step ahead in the lead qualification process.

OPTOMETRY
AMD
anti-VEGF
astigmatism
accessories
blue light
cataract
children
cataract surgery
clinical
coding
compliance
contact
contact lens care
contact lens discomfort
consumer
contact lenses
corneal
cosmetic contacts
cosmetic lenses
corporate
custom lenses
customer service
cystoid macular edema
dailies
daily disposables
demodex
design
disposable lenses
cystoid macular edema
diabetes diagnosis
diabetic
dispensing
drug inventory
dry eye
dry eye disease

edema
EHR
eye
eyewear
eyewear styles
fashion
finishing sunwear
frames
furniture and displays
gas permeable
glaucoma
hybrid contact lenses
hydrogel
hyperopia
industry news
intravitreal injections
in-office merchandising
irregular cornea
keratoconus
kids
laser surgery
lens care
low vision
macular
macular edema
managed care
marketing
meibomian gland
meibomian gland
dysfunction
monovision
multifocals
myopia
nutraceuticals
ocular allergy

ocular surface disease
optometry
orthokeratology
pediatraics
practice management
presybopia
products
refraction
refractive surgery
retinopathy
scleral lenses
spectacle lenses
silicon hydrogel
specialty lenses
sunwear
toric
uveitis
vision
videos
webinars

OPHTHALMOLOGY

AMD
amniotic membrane
anti-VEGF
astigmatism
best practices
blepharitis
blue light
cataract
cataract surgery
compliance
contact lenses
cornea
corneal astigmatism

cystoid macular
diabetic
dry eye
edema
efficiency
EHR
eye care
femtosecond laser
geographic atrophy
glaucoma
GP lenses
hyperopia
intravitreal
intravitreal injections
keratoconus
keratitis
laser surgery
macula
macular
macular edema
macular degeneration
managed care
meibomian gland
meibomian gland
dysfunction
monovision
multifocal
myopia
OCT
ocular allergy
ocular surface
ophthalmic
ophthalmic equipment
pediatrics
practice tips

practice management
refractive surgery
refraction
reimbursements
retina
retinal
retinal disease
retinal imaging
retinopathy
scleral lenses
specialists
specialty lenses
technology
uveitis
VEGF
vitrectomy

OPTICIANRY

accessories
blue light
blue light solutions
children
consumer
consumers
contact lenses
contact lenses children
customer service
design
dispensary
dispensing
eyecare industry
eyewear
eyewear low vision
eyewear styles

fashion
finishing sunwear
frames
furniture and displays
in-office merchandising
kids
lens
lens finishing
lenses
low vision
managed care
marketing
merchandising
multifocals
nutraceuticals
ophthalmic equipment
optical
pediatrics
practice management
private practice
refraction
retail
revenue
specialty lenses
spectacle lenses
sports
staff management
sunwear
trends
vision
women

Pilot Program – One Content Piece, 90 Days
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1. 90-day posting on the PentaVision site of your choice in Optometry, 120 days in Ophthalmology.
2. PentaVision markets your asset, captures all registrant information (business card information).
3. 50 clean leads guaranteed over the 90-day program, delivered twice monthly in spreadsheet format.
4. Cost: $3,250 in Optometry ($65 per lead) and $4250 in Ophthalmology ($85 per lead).

Industry Standard Lead Generation Program – Up to Three Content Documents, 90 Days
1. 90-day posting of three content documents on one PentaVision web site, or one paper on three sites.
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Test & Learn
The documented return-on-investment for behaviorally-defined e-mail programs
generally results from doubling open rates and yielding much higher registration
rates through behavioral selects. Behavioral targeting enables e-mailers to combine
both e-mail reach tactics – attracting attention through more general messaging
while also targeting messaging to prospects who have demonstrated their higher
propensity to purchase through their reading habits. And e-mail marketers who are
beginning to test the market are able to reduce the out-of-pocket cost of e-mail for
test marketing against a highly engaged market segment through PentaVision’s “Test
and Learn” program.
In “Test and Learn” the marketer may select readers from up to ten topics in
ophthalmology and optometry, or a combination of both professions. Once a list
count is provided and ordered, a distinct list will be set within the PentaVision
e-mail system for use by the advertiser and e-mails deployed cost just $400 per
thousand (alternatively, $500 minimum for groups of under 1,000). “Test and Learn”
list selects enable high response rates at lower out-of-pocket costs than those
generally available through larger mass e-mail programs, demonstrating market
interest among high quality respondents at test market rates.
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“Test and Learn”
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response rates at
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Demographic, Regional, & List-Compare Targeting
Utilizing demographic, regional and list-comparing information allows clients to
achieve the campaign results they want with fewer e-mail sends. PentaVision has
the ability to improve e-mail performance by utilizing regional, demographic, and
list-compare information to target a specific audience.
PentaVision can target e-mail campaigns based on city, state, or country. For clients
who want to focus their campaign even further, PentaVision can use any range or
number of zip codes to target the campaigns. Marketers have used regional targeting
capabilities for a number of use cases, but the most common are event marketing
and regional dinner events.

Utilizing demographic,
regional, and listcomparing information

The PentaVision database holds various other demographic information including
gender, business classification, and number of years in practice to further help clients
focus their e-mail campaigns.
Other common types of demographic targeting in vision care include:
• Business classification (OD, MD, Optician, Technician etc.)
• Specialty (Retinal, Cataract, Glaucoma)
• Number of practice locations
• Number of patients/visits in a given timeframe
PentaVision also has the ability to match NPI numbers, which serve as unique
identifiers, for doctors you may be striving to reach. We can compare this information
to our own database for a clean, robust match. To accomplish this, e-mail marketers
provide PentaVision a list of records to see how their data matches up against our
database, including NPI numbers which help maximize the match level. When
provided with the list, PentaVision will match the records via its unique “List
Compare” function based on e-mail, phone, NPI number, or any other unique record
feature. The more unique identifying information provided, the higher the match
rate that we can provide. Turnaround time to provide the number and percentage
of matched records is typically one business day.
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Lead Nurture
Adding lead nurture makes your e-mail strategy more effective. PentaVision has the
ability to send an automated follow-up message to your original e-mail, featuring
fresh content. This allows you to build stronger customer relationships and increase
overall engagement. PentaVision e-mail marketers have found that adding a
triggered e-mail is particularly effective when promoting event attendance.
There are two options to deploy a trigger message: to people who opened your
original e-mail or to people who clicked on the original e-mail. Deploying a trigger
message to clickers targets a smaller audience, but yields very high engagement
from very interested subscribers. Trigger messages to clickers see an average unique
open rate of 76% and a CTR of 40-60%. Trigger messages to openers still see great
results, with an average unique open rate of 54% and a CTR of 7-10%.

Trigger messages to
clickers see an average
unique open rate of
76% and a CTR of
40-60%.
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Contact Us
For more information on PentaVision’s e-mail programs and capabilities,
please contact:

Rob Verna
rob.verna@pentavisionmedia.com

Megan Post
megan.post@pentavisionmedia.com

Contact us for additional
smarter e-mail
marketing tips and a
customized plan for
your e-mail marketing
needs.
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